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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Enhancements to the Summary area in Supplier 360 profile
Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance
SAP Ariba Supplier Information and Performance 
Management
SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions and is ready for 
immediate use.

§ To see Risk scores, SAP Ariba Risk must be 
enabled and configured

§ To see Diversity information, please import data 
using Diversity Info and Vendor Diversity data files 
in the Data Import or Export task in SM 
Administration

The current supplier 360 displays supplier data 
generated and updated within the SAP Ariba Supplier 
Management solution. However, it is missing data 
from the broader SAP Procurement suite, the SAP 
ecosystem, and other 3rd party providers.  
Customers seeking a single location for a 360 view 
are forced to navigate to multiple solutions to obtain 
additional relevant supplier information.

The new Supplier 360 summary area introduces a 
new data panel framework to house a library of 
supplier information data sources. The data panel 
framework retains key supplier data such as supplier 
status information, key contacts, and address 
information. It also introduces new data sources of 
SAP Ariba Risk exposure score, diversity information, 
and a complete supplier ID snapshot.

§ New summary area provides a platform for a 
comprehensive view of your supplier

§ SAP Ariba Risk exposure score now incorporated 
into Supplier 360

§ Diversity information now incorporated into Supplier 
360

§ Full list of supplier ID’s now incorporated into 360

https://help.sap.com/viewer/2dec32c5e595463db4580020925e544a/LATEST/en-US/aae98b99013845a7b53192d706181cbf.html
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1. Supplier Request moved to its own area

2. Supplier summary information, including 
new “Onboarding Status” metric

3. Comprehensive listing of supplier IDs, now 
including ACM_ID

4. New Supplier Risk exposure score data 
panel (from SAP Ariba Risk)

5. Supplier contacts, including new linked 
contact list

6. New Supplier Diversity data panel
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